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Abstract
The role of combustion research in fire safety is revisited through the process of Scaling-Up
fire. Scaling-up fire requires the adequate definition of all the building blocks and couplings
associated with the construction of a fire model. The model then has to deliver predictions of
the evolution of a fire and its environment with the precision, completeness and robustness
relevant to fire safety. Areas of combustion research relevant to the development of fire
models emerge from an assessment of methodology, complexity, incompatibility and
uncertainty associated to the Scaling-Up process.

Relevance
The evolution of a fire in any realistic context (building, vehicle, forest, underground,
etc.) is an extremely complex process where it could be suggested that predictions of
accuracy, completeness and robustness relevant to fire safety are impossible. Relevant
accuracy, completeness and robustness is defined as the ability to quantitatively predict all
the variables necessary for design or performance assessment to a level of precision and
robustness that justifies using these predictions. The value associated to knowledge gain is
established by how this gain can be linked to a quantifiable improvement in the accuracy,
completeness or robustness of the prediction.
The gain associated with an enhancement in knowledge can be easily established
when the full process is completely described and the areas where the sub-processes that are
coarsely represented have been clearly identified. This procedure starts with the more
fundamental processes, linking them to generate more complex systems that in turn are
further linked until the full process is described and an output can be obtained [1].
Refinement can then be punctually applied and clearly linked to an improved output. This
building strategy will be defined here as Scaling-Up.
In extremely complex problems, the link between the sub-processes and the output is
not always clear. The sub-processes and couplings between sub-processes tend to be coarsely
modelled making it difficult to identify the consequences of a change. In this case,
deterministic Scaling-Up is very difficult but probabilistic assessment can be an effective
way to achieve the same objective. In probabilistic assessment, a refinement is introduced
and the outcome is then monitored. If this is repeated a sufficient number of times, and if
there is a consistent outcome, then the refinement can be deemed to result in a quantifiable
gain without necessarily understanding the path followed. This approach is mostly statistical
and therefore requires large populations to gain sufficient confidence. To obtain a large
population, the process under study needs to remain stable until the link between a
component and the outcome is established.
The most difficult category corresponds to complex systems where processes and
their links are still coarsely described and where each system to be modelled has a very small
population. These are systems that evolve fast or are unique therefore the population
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available for study at any specific moment is always small. A general overview of the issues
associated to the statistical treatment of these complex systems is provided by Neyman [2].
It has been suggested that fire problems belong to the last category [3, 4]. Our
understanding of the processes involved in fire is very coarse, nevertheless, the outcome is
extremely sensitive to multiple variables resulting in many cases in drastic bifurcations
(ignition, extinction, flashover, backdraught, etc.) therefore most fundamental processes need
to be refined and coupled in precise and complex manners. Unfortunately, many of the links
and couplings between these processes are unknown, thus it is currently not possible to relate
improvements in the understanding of the fundamental processes to benefits for the outcome.
Thus, it can be claimed that deterministic Scaling-Up of fires is currently not possible.
When addressing the problem via probabilistic tools, the evolution of our habitat (e.g.
novel construction materials such as phase change insulation, discontinuation of fire
retardants, new construction systems such as curtain walls, etc.) is much faster than the
evolution of the fundamental science associated to fire [5, 6]. This is in contrast to other
disciplines such as medical research where the evolution of the subject, the human, is in the
order of thousands of years. Thus, the problem in question will drastically evolve before
science has been able to mature. Within the evolving habitat there is an infinite variation of
specific scenarios making each overall process to be modelled unique. So, from the
perspective of predictive capabilities, it can be claimed that each fire scenario has a
population of one and the conclusions of one event cannot be used for a general assessment
of benefit. Thus, statistical analysis as a Scaling-up method for fire predictions will
inevitably result in a low confidence output.
It is therefore clear that the relevance of research leading to the refinement of a
specific component is linked to our capability to Scale-Up. Nevertheless, Scaling-up Fire
appears as the insurmountable challenge of fire safety. Combustion is one of the fundamental
processes within the description of a fire and a component that could be refined by means of
research. But given the difficulties associated to Scaling-Up Fire, the relevance of
combustion research for fire safety seems questionable. This paper will discuss the relevance
of combustion research in fire safety through a better understanding of the process of
Scaling-Up Fire.

Scaling-Up Fire
Fire safety involves a broad range of disciplines tied by a combustion process, “the
fire” [7-14]. The combustion reaction will result in species and energy being released in an
uncontrolled manner. The release of energy and species will negatively affect structures,
people and the environment but will also activate countermeasures and result in human
response (evacuation, intervention) intended to minimize the negative impact of the
combustion process. A feedback loop exists by which the structure, people and
countermeasures will also impact the combustion process. Therefore, fire safety can only be
quantitatively assessed if the combustion process can be modelled within the context of its
environment. The modelling of the combustion process within the context of its environment
will be referred to here as “fire modelling.”
Currently we have many models that attempt the Scaling-Up of fire [12, 15]. These
models can be deterministic, probabilistic and in some cases system models [16]. These
models provide outputs with a specific level of precision, completeness and robustness and in
all cases they include a representation of the combustion processes involved.
The simplest form of fire models are prescriptive regulations. For certain
environments that share common characteristics a specific design form has been studied and

its performance established and deemed acceptable. Different tools are then used to establish
to what extent the context can be changed without exceeding the acceptable outcomes.
Among these tools many incorporate combustion principles (classification of flammable
liquids in relationship to ignition, hazard classification in relation to fire spread, sprinkler
classification in relation to burning rates and heat of combustion, etc.). Once the potential
context variation is defined then a classification emerges that provides the context bounds to
which the solution can be applied. Therefore, the core of prescriptive design is the
classification. If a designer follows a set of prescriptive rules that create the context where a
solution is known to yield and adequate outcome then, another set of rules that implements
the predefined solution guarantees performance. Scaling-Up is simply the extrapolation
process that enables the use of the same solution in a context that lies within the bounds of
the classification.
Fire models can also be explicit representations of the event and their outputs can be
physical parameters such as velocities, temperatures, concentrations, stresses, strains,
displacements, heat release rates etc. Scaling-Up becomes the explicit integration of all the
fundamental processes involved. There is a very large body of literature focusing in the
development of explicit fire models, their predictive capabilities and different validation
strategies for many relevant fire scenarios [7-14, 17]. This paper does not intend to be a
review of this literature instead a systemic view of the issues associated to fire models is
presented.
A final set of models are the system models [16]. In system models the fire is also
represented in an explicit manner but is only a small component of a scenario analysis. The
focus is on the interrelation of the different components with the components described in
very simple terms. Nevertheless, system models still rely on an explicit representation of
each of the components. Scaling-Up remains the explicit integration of all the fundamental
processes involved.
Independent of the model, the model output is used for the purpose of designing or
assessing the performance of a fire safety strategy. Therefore, it is necessary to establish if
the outputs are precise enough, complete enough and robust enough. If they are not precise,
complete or robust enough then a compensation strategy needs to be implemented. The most
common compensation strategy is the safety factor. The safety factor implies that during
implementation, the calculated outputs will be exceeded to compensate for lack in precision,
completeness or robustness. The poorer the quality of the output the larger the necessary
safety factor, the safety factor can therefore be seen as wasteful use of resources thus a
motivation for research.
In prescriptive design, the safety factor is implicit and cannot be quantified. It is
embedded in the constraints associated to the definition of the classification and in the
implementation of the solution. The implemented solution is deemed to carry a significant
safety factor because it has to be robust to the variations permitted within the bounds of the
classification. While prescriptive solutions will not be discussed any further, it is clear that
research supports the improvement of prescriptive rules. Rules are (in principle) derived from
knowledge, thus more knowledge has the potential for better rules, therefore the discussion
below will also apply to the potential gain associated to the improvement of prescriptive
rules. The nature of prescriptive rules and classifications inevitably imply constraints and
large safety factors. Thus the explicit assessment of performance is seen as an effective
alternative that enables the reduction of safety factors. Explicit performance assessment
enables to break with the constraints imposed by the classification and can refine the safety
factor to the specific scenario studied. In a world where sustainability is paramount, waste is

unacceptable and explicit fire modelling represents the only viable option. The remaining
sections of this paper will focus on explicit Scaling-Up Fire.

The Complexity of Explicit Fire Modelling
Explicit fire modelling is by nature of great complexity because of the unavoidable
relationship between the combustion phenomenon and its environment [12, 14, 18, 19]. The
relationship between the combustion reaction and its environment introduces two major
complexities. First, the environment imposes length and time scales that bound the problem
while the underlying physical and chemical processes (that have their own natural length and
time scales) still need to be resolved. For example, forest fires are defined by weather and
terrain phenomena of kilometre length scales and underground smouldering fires by diffusion
rates characterized by century long time scales nevertheless, in both cases the resolution of
the fluid mechanics, heat transfer and chemistry associated to the combustion reaction still
requires nanometre length scale and microsecond time scale precision [20, 21]. Extensive
range and incompatibility of scales is an unavoidable complexity of explicit fire modelling.
Second, within a fire, the mass and heat transfer environments result from a self-defined and
uncontrolled combustion process that can be deeply affected by the context in which it
occurs. The fire will provide the necessary energy to sustain its growth via the degradation of
further combustible materials but also the energy to induce buoyancy driven flows that in
most cases dominate the nature of fuel and oxygen supply to the combustion reaction [11, 13,
22-24]. Buoyancy defines the location and geometry of the flames, the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flow and the kinetic structure of the reactions. The flames will then
affect the environment in which the fire develops, which in turn can affect the nature of the
combustion process (i.e. heat feedback). Context variables such as the nature and quantity of
the combustible materials, the failure modes of structural elements, human behaviour and the
activation of the different countermeasures introduce local and/or global changes that will
have an obvious and potentially dramatic impact on the fire.
When Scaling-Up fire, processes such as chemistry, heat and mass transfer, fluid and
solid mechanics are brought together within the context of a model to predict in a quantitative
way the evolution of a fire and its impact (interaction) on (with) its environment. Even in this
context, Scaling-Up does not have to be purely deterministic. Deterministic modelling can
always be modulated by different forms of statistical treatment that enable addressing issues
of uncertainty [25]. Other elements such as human behaviour and the physiological and
psychological reaction of people to the fire are also of great importance and can be
incorporated but will not be addressed here. The focus here will be in the non-human related
aspects of the problem.
Despite the complexity of the problem, explicit fire models with different levels of
detail have been constructed. The simplest models tend to neglect (and thus avoid describing)
many processes of lesser importance [12], thus tend to be robust and require simple inputs but
have narrow ranges of application and carry significant error bars. Furthermore, they tend to
focus on individual processes and scales ignoring (or simplifying) the couplings between
processes and the interactions between different scales. Entrainment correlations, relative
flammability tests, statistical flame spread models all belong to this category [11, 12]. The
application of simple closed form models tends to be restricted and when used for design
purposes, merit large factors of safety.
For more than five decades analytical formulations and empirically based correlations
have been used to Scale-Up fire. In the last thirty years computer models have entered fire

safety, first as simple energy and mass conservation models (zone models), and later through
different forms of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [4, 18, 19]. The scientific literature is
currently populated by studies that attempt to improve, verify or validate these models and
the practise has made them of mainstream use. Notable to all these models is the Fire
Dynamics Simulator (FDS) which currently is used, for the most diverse applications, by
thousands of scientists and practitioners [26]. Other models that range from the general to the
specific are also in use, both as alternative to FDS or for specific applications where their
performance is deemed more relevant [15, 27-38].
More complex models incorporate a more complete description of the processes and
the interactions involved. They tend to allow a broader utilization and a reduction of factors
of safety. In contrast, complex models require more, and many times more complex, inputs
and can only be as robust as the least robust process/interaction formulation. In fire, it is often
the case that the complexity of the models to be used is not defined by the capability to
mathematically formulate the process but by the impossibility to obtain the inputs required.
The descriptions of combustible material degradation [39-45], soot formation [46] and
radiative heat transfer [47-50] are among the most common processes where the complexity
of the models used is limited by the availability of inputs.
Given the importance of the context in the modelling of fire, it is common to reach the
conclusion that complex models are not justified because unavoidable scenario uncertainties
lead to output variations much larger than those associated to errors induced by the
simplifications introduced in simple models. Furthermore, countermeasures can be overdesigned in a manner such that their effect on the combustion process is so overwhelming
that detailed modelling of the interaction between the fire and the countermeasure can only be
justified when seeking a reduction in the factor of safety [51].
When designing or assessing the performance of a fire safety strategy in an explicit
manner, fire models are incorporated in tools intended to enable the quantification of safety.
Combustion research, in the context of fire safety, is thus only justified if it can be
demonstrated that enhancements in the understanding of relevant combustion process can
lead to subsequent improvements in fire modelling and ultimately if the tools, in which fire
models are embedded, can deliver a more effective fire safety strategy.

The Fire Safety Strategy
Despite the numerous fire modelling alternatives and the fact that there is always
room for improvement, it is important to address if existing fire modelling tools can be
improved to deliver a gain that justifies the investment. The gain has to be linked to a more
effective fire safety strategy and has to remain even in the presence of the unavoidable
scenario uncertainties. If safer environments can be demonstrated or current safety factors
can be significantly reduced by gaining precision, completeness and robustness then
improvement is justified.
A fire safety strategy consists of numerous components that deliver a fire safe
environment. These components are structured around life safety, property protection and
business continuity. People in contact with the fire event need to be protected or delivered to
areas of safety (life safety), the impact of the fire on its environment needs to be minimized
(property and environmental protection) and the fastest return to its original condition needs
to be guaranteed (minimization of business interruption). For this purpose a fire safety
strategy is put in place. This applies to public and industrial buildings as well as wild land or
wild land urban interfaces (WUI). In the absence of a fire safety strategy, life loss will most
likely occur and potentially unacceptable property losses and business interruption will result.

In explicit terms, the fire strategy intends to affect the evolution of the fire, reduce the
interaction of people with the heat and combustion products and define the environment in a
manner that the impact of the fire is reduced to a level where the integral cost of failure is
much smaller than the investment on protection.
Fire growth can be controlled in a passive manner by compartmentalizing the space
introducing physical barriers that can contain the fire and smoke. These barriers can be fire
doors and windows, fire resistant walls and floors as well as non-flammable claddings. The
fire can also be affected in an active manner by means of suppression systems (water, gas,
powder, etc.) that introduce heat sinks and chemical inhibitors that will negatively impact the
combustion processes. The fire service can be considered a mode of active fire suppression.
The interaction of people with the heat and products of combustion is also minimized
by means of compartmentalization and fire suppression. The barriers will not only prevent the
fire from migrating outside the compartment of origin but will also reduce the dispersion of
smoke. Fire suppression will limit the size of the fire, thus the release of heat and combustion
products. A complement to these elements of the fire strategy is detection and alarm. Heat,
products of combustion, electromagnetic waves or visible images can be used to identify the
presence of a fire and provide an alarm so that people can initiate displacement away from
the fire. This applies to buildings as well as external environments where evacuation
procedures associated to forest fires or large external fires can displace entire communities
away from the event [52].
An effective way of managing the interactions between people, heat and products of
combustion is by inducing flows that will prevent smoke from reaching certain areas
(pressurization of stairwells, downward flow for clean rooms, smoke fans for tunnels, etc.) or
by extracting the smoke away from occupied areas or areas to be protected.
Infrastructure can be designed in such a manner that its response to the fire is
optimized. Structural systems can be designed and protected to minimize unwanted behaviour
(large
deformations,
progressive
collapse,
connection
failure,
breach
of
compartmentalization, etc.) and building materials can be selected to prevent or reduce fire
spread (wall linings, external cladding, roofing materials, etc.). In some cases, such as
industrial facilities, structural systems can even be designed to fail prematurely to guarantee
the evacuation of smoke and heat. The evacuation of the smoke minimizes the areas affected
by the fire and facilitates fire fighting.
In summary, the Fire Safety Strategy is a compendium of measures that are designed
to achieve a socially acceptable outcome in the event of any possible fire. The evolution of
the fire, the behaviour of structural systems, the response of countermeasures and the
migration of people will all evolve in time, thus the evaluation of a fire safety strategy needs
to be done within the context of a timeline. Predictions therefore need to be made as a
function of time and performance can be established as a relative function of time (Required
Safe Egress Time (RSET) vs. Available Safe Egress Time (ASET), RSET vs. Structural Fire
Resistance (SFR), detector activation times vs. time to flashover, etc.) [53]. Given that all the
components of the strategy are either activated or affected by the fire, to be able to quantify
the outcome in an explicit way, the first step is to be able to understand the time evolution of
the fire within the context of its environment, thus the “Fire Dynamics” [11, 54].

A Short History of Fire Dynamics
When defining a fire strategy it is essential to be able to characterize the time
evolution of the fire and the associated outputs that are to be used to assess performance. For
example, to define detection it is necessary to establish the velocity profiles in the vicinity of

the detectors as well as the different species concentrations that are required to activate the
detector [55, 56]. When addressing sprinkler performance, velocity and temperature
distributions in the immediate region of the sprinkler head are required to calculate the
activation time [12], the capability of a water spray to extinguish or control the fire is defined
by the trajectory and evaporation rates of the droplets [57-59], the interaction between the
droplets and combustible and non-combustible surfaces is necessary to quantify the heat
exchange that enables flame spread and the interaction between the water droplets,
pyrolyzing surfaces and flames is required to assess the fate of the combustion process. To
establish the evolution of structural components detailed heat transfer calculations between
the gas and solid phase are necessary. All the parameters associated with convective and
radiative heat transfer are required to establish the thermal boundary condition used by
structural engineers as input to conduction heat transfer and solid mechanics models [14, 60,
61]. It is clear that none of these outputs can be obtained if the fire cannot be modelled with
enough precision and robustness and in a manner that delivers the complete set of data
required.
As seen through the examples, for each aspect of the fire strategy there are a
multiplicity of aspects that need to be evaluated to establish if the modelling outputs have the
required precision, completeness and robustness. In general, transport processes, combustion
chemistry and the technology used as a countermeasure are all intimately coupled thus it is
impossible to look at each aspect in isolation. Nevertheless, for the purpose of illustration, it
is useful to concentrate on some specific aspects of the problem. This paper will only focus
on the modelling of the fire.
The Standard Fire
The history of explicit fire modelling is not very old with the first attempts done at the
beginning of the 20th century but only formalized in the 1960’s and 70’s [62]. Probably the
first descriptions of the fire are associated to fire resistance and attempts to guarantee
adequate structural behaviour. In the absence of most of the fundamental knowledge of
combustion, heat and mass transfer, the fire was modelled by attempting to reproduce reality
within a furnace [63]. A combustion reaction was sustained within a realistic scale
compartment in which the structural element was introduced. Heat transfer was bypassed by
measuring directly the temperature of the structural element and the fire was generalized by
attempting a “worst case” condition. The worst case condition was generated by reproducing
the fastest possible temperature rise to the highest possible temperature. This “worst case”
fire was formalized as the “standard fire” and the “standard fire” gave birth to the “structural
temperature vs. time” concept. The “standard fire” could then be reproduced in a furnace
according to a pre-defined “temperature vs. time” and structural systems tested within that
furnace. No real fire could produce a faster temperature rise nor attain the temperatures
obtained in the furnace. The exposure time was defined on the basis of attaining burn-out of
the estimated fuel load, thus no real fire could last longer. The time required for burn-out was
labelled the required structural fire resistance rating. While this “worst case” scenario
allowed for confident extrapolation, it is clear that an important safety factor was embedded
in this primitive form of fire modelling.
Understanding of structural behaviour at high temperatures was limited to the
characterization of the material properties as a function of temperature. Typical safety factors
for structural design established how far the loss of mechanical properties could be tolerated.
This loss of mechanical properties was then correlated with a temperature resulting in a
failure temperature criterion. The time necessary for the structural element to attain this
critical temperature in the furnace was then established as the failure time. If the failure time

was greater than the required fire resistance rating then the structural element could be used
without any thermal protection, if not, thermal protection should be added in quantities that
enabled the time to attain the failure temperature to exceed the required fire resistance rating
[9, 12].
An important concept associated to the extrapolation between thermal behaviour in
the furnace and real fire behaviour was the compartment size. While there was no clear
understanding of the role of compartmentalization, it was inferred that extrapolation could
only be robust if the conditions of burning were similar. Furthermore, accepting that single
element behaviour, based only on material properties, could be extrapolated to real scale
structural behaviour could only be tolerated heating was localized. If a zone of comparable
size to the furnace was the only heated area, then the surrounding structure will remain cold
and maintain its strength. Any stresses generated in the heated area could then be transferred
(redistributed) to the rest of the building and will be of lesser magnitude than those tolerable
by the cold structure. In modern terms this represents a requirement of mechanical restraint
that is guaranteed by effective compartmentalization. As a consequence, very restrictive
compartmentalization requirements were imposed by building codes of the time.
A similar analysis can be done with life safety, where compartmentalization was used
to restrict the progress of the fire and combustion products to guarantee the safe egress of
occupants. Sprinklers were introduced at the end of the 19th century using a modelling
approach very similar to the standard fire. Sprinkler performance was tested using a “worst
case” fire within a compartment consistent with the application. Complex industrial
conditions where compartmentalization was not possible were addressed by reproducing the
environment in a laboratory and testing the sprinklers at the real scale. When the water supply
was sufficient to control the fire and maintain it at a manageable size the sprinklers were
deemed to perform adequately [64]. For sprinkler and structural performance fire modelling
was mostly a trial and error process.
Combustion science progressed through the 20th century nevertheless these issues will
not be revisited until the 1960’s. Advancement in the understanding of fluid mechanics, heat
transfer and combustion did not permeate into fire modelling because the complex problem
of fire could not be effectively linked to fundamental knowledge in any of these areas.
Scaling-Up fire from fundamental principles was not possible, the gain was not evident and
the existing design methods seemed to provide satisfactory results. At the time excessive
safety factors were not a matter of consideration.
Compartment Fire Dynamics
The 1960’s brought two fundamental changes to the construction industry, (1) the
relaxation of compartmentalization and (2) the introduction of plastic materials. In the past,
“worst case” fires were defined on the basis of burning wood and were limited to a
compartment of a size and characteristics regulated by building codes. As buildings became
more complex and features such as ventilation ducts and false ceilings were introduced, it
became unclear how to maintain compartmentalization. Given that the link between
compartmentalization and fire safety performance had not been established on the basis of
fundamental principles, it was difficult to establish the implications of the changes associated
to new forms of construction. The loss of some level of compartmentalization occurred
unnoticed. The consequences of losing compartmentalization were made evident in several
tragic fires [64]. In a similar manner, the migration towards plastics introduced novel failure
modes induced by physical phenomena such as melting or dripping. These failure modes
resulted in burning conditions that were different to those defined by the burning of cellulosic
materials (e.g. wood). The need to better Scale-Up fire by incorporating these new features

became the driver to a significant research effort that for the first time brought combustion
knowledge into fire safety [64].
In an attempt to describe the complexity of the fire in combustion terms, the problem
was broken down into numerous components. The interaction between the compartment and
the combustion reaction was named compartment/enclosure fire dynamics [65]. The link
between the fire and stoichiometry was established by quantifying buoyant flows that serve to
supply oxygen to the pyrolyzing fuel (entrainment). The compartment itself was also linked
to stoichiometry by quantifying heat transfer from the fire to the walls and from the walls to
the fire (feedback). As the fire heats the walls, radiative feedback to the fuel increases leading
to an increasing supply of gaseous fuel to the compartment. The global stoichiometry of the
compartment then drifts from the lean to the rich and the transition results in the migration of
the flames from the interior of the compartments towards the openings. Terminology such as
flashover, oxygen limited and fuel limited fires were introduced to describe these phenomena
[66-72].
Smoke Management
Through the study of compartment fires it was observed that in the fuel limited regime
(early stages of the fire) the energy produced by the fire is controlled by the amount of fuel
produced. Buoyant entrainment can deliver enough oxygen to the flames to maintain the
global stoichiometry lean. The energy released and the mass of combustion products is
controlled by the fuel supply [66] but the amount of smoke produced by buoyant entrainment
of air [12, 13, 73-75]. In the fuel limited regime the objective is to establish how long would
it take for the compartment to fill with smoke and how much smoke will be spilled into areas
surrounding the burning compartment. Simple two zone models [65] were developed for this
purpose computing variables such as smoke temperature and time to flashover. After
flashover the compartment, and not the fire, becomes the source for buoyant entrainment and
heat feedback from the hot gases to the fuel determines the burning rate. Similar expressions
for temperatures, air and smoke flows were developed [66-73]. The qualitative nature of the
fuel rich post-flashover combustion could not be resolved by these models, thus empirical
yields were used to Scale-Up species production. With this information, the absence of
compartmentalization could be quantitatively addressed. Buoyant entrainment, energy release
rate and species yields became the sub-processes introduced into models and used to ScaleUp the fire and deliver temperatures and the quantity and composition of the smoke. With
these tools smoke management was introduced as a strategy to increase the available egress
time (ASET) in non-compartmentalized environments. Smoke management enabled the
construction of modern shopping centres, hotel atria and numerous other architectural
features that are now common. Furthermore, it allowed improving building codes to enforce
compartmentalization when smoke could not be managed. The acquired knowledge resulted
in a clear gain that could be directly linked to the understanding brought by the application of
combustion principles [76].
Material Flammability
An even more important gain was established when quantifying the energy released
by the pyrolyzing fuel. In the lean regime, energy release is associated to the consumption of
the fuel. Thus the nature of the fuel is of preeminent importance. The introduction of plastic
materials required a better understanding of the differences associated to different materials
used in the built environment. Flammability tests had existed for many years nevertheless
they were only simplified and reduced representations of reality [12]. Combustion principles
allowed to separate the different processes involved in the production of fuel and the release
of energy. The formalization of the transport mechanisms by which the flame transfers heat

to non-burning fuel lead to the first definitions of flame spread. Numerous studies established
the nature of flame spread and linked it to concepts such as gas phase ignition and extinction
[77]. It was identified that flame spread was strongly dependent on the magnitude and nature
of the buoyantly induced air flows, therefore, the understanding of the role of complex
buoyancy induced flows and turbulence in heat transfer, completeness of combustion, soot
production and extinction set hard limits to the Scale-Up process. The size of the fire could
only be established if the effect of buoyancy could be incorporated into fire models [78]. At
this stage, two fundamental approaches were followed, the first was to introduce buoyancy
induced flows by means of empirical correlations and the second was the development of
computational fluid dynamics models.
It is at this stage that flammability tests acquire a different meaning. Before
combustion principles were introduced, flammability tests were simplified representations of
reality that allow to rank materials of very similar nature (mostly cellulosic) on the basis of
variables that were explicitly related to the application scenarios. Once combustion principles
were incorporated, flammability tests could be used to extract “global material properties”
that could be incorporated in fire models to define the size of a fire and the energy being
released. For example, the Lateral Ignition and Flame Spread Test provided a thermal inertia
(krC), and ignition temperature (Tig) and a flame spread parameter (f) describing heat
transfer from the flame to the fuel that could be directly incorporated into a mathematical
formulation that allowed the calculation of flames spread velocities [79, 80]. While this
formulation can be seen as oversimplified, it appeared consistent with more fundamental
studies on flame spread that serve to support the simplifications embedded in the
flammability tests [81]. Oxygen consumption calorimetry [82, 83] was derived from the
fundamental fuel oxidation principles developed by Thornton [84] and adapted by Hugget
[85] delivering from a test the energy release rate per unit area of burning fuel (mostly known
as the Heat Release Rate per Unit Area (𝑄̇")) that could then be incorporated directly into
entrainment models to deliver the mass of smoke produced. These tests were directed to
deliver the parameters that could feed empirical correlations and zone models.
Equation (1) summarizes the process by which the Heat Release Rate (𝑄̇) is defined
on the basis of properties extracted from flammability tests.
𝑄̇ = 𝐴. 𝑄̇"

(1)

The heat release rate per unit area is obtained directly from oxygen consumption calorimetry
and multiplied by the burning area (A). The burning area is a function of the flame spread rate
(VS), thus it can be represented as a function of the flame spread rate and time (t). While this
function is complex and dependent on fuel geometry and flow field it can be argued that a
worst case scenario could be represented by radial spread over a fuel surface where the area is
equal to the area of a circle of radius r (A=πr2). Then the radius is a linear function of the
flame spread velocity and time (r=VSt) that when substituted into Equation (1) results in a
simple expression for the heat release rate
𝑄̇ = 𝐴. 𝑄̇" = 𝜋𝑉)* 𝑡 * 𝑄̇" = 𝛼𝑡 *

(2)

where the parameter 𝛼 = 𝜋𝑉)* 𝑄̇" and the flame spread velocity (VS) and energy release rate
per unit area (𝑄̇") could be obtained from the flammability tests. Thus the tests could be
summarized into a single criterion (a) that within Equation (2) provides the evolution in time
of the heat release rate. This is a practical means by which designers could incorporate the
heat release rates into fire models and smoke management calculations [12].
The formalization of material flammability fed smoke management models but also
allowed a more comprehensive classification of materials that enable capturing specific
features of complex materials such as plastics. The plastics industry adopted the heat release
rate per unit area (𝑄̇") as a direct target for the design of fire retardant formulations opening
the market to numerous products [86]. While the gain is evident, once again, the full
resolution of the induced buoyant flow disabled the Scale-Up process by which the fire
models, with inputs from the test, could be used to predict the behaviour of the real event.
Using test results as inputs for fire models is complex because the test themselves are
influenced by buoyant flows, thus the interpretation of the tests required detailed modelling
of the gas phase. This was not recognized at the time and tests were only conceived on the
basis of providing realistic, reproducible, simplified and standardized conditions.
Flammability tests were not analyzed or instrumented to truly separate the solid from the gas
phase. As a result, all properties extracted from the tests remain hybrids that blend flow and
material characteristics. While many attempts have been made to use test properties to ScaleUp fire from first principles [87, 88], success has never been truly achieved and the potential
gain associated to this effort remains uncertain.
Fully-Developed Compartment Fire
In the oxygen limited regime, the stoichiometry is rich, thus excess fuel is being
produced and combustion is limited by the oxygen supply induced by buoyancy through the
compartment openings. Buoyancy induced flows are displaced from the fire and calculated at
the vents and the energy source is directly linked to the consumption of the available oxygen.
The temperature of the compartment is then established by balancing the energy generated by
combustion of the incoming buoyant flow, the energy lost by the combustion products
leaving the compartment and heat transfer through the compartment boundaries [67-72].
The focus of the oxygen limited regime was to calculate the gas phase temperatures of
the compartment and the duration of the fire. The objective was twofold, (1) to calculate the
mass of smoke spilling into the adjacent compartments once the fire had reached the oxygen
limited condition in the compartment of origin, (2) it aimed to establish a set of more
realistic conditions (temperature vs. time) curves that could allow the assessment of structural
behaviour in fire [89]. While the first objective had a clear gain associated to smoke
management and was almost immediately formulated to engineer smoke extraction systems,
the second was of restricted application [76].
The determination of more realistic temperature vs. time fire curves seems to be a
very direct way of reducing unrealistic safety factors without violating the principles of a
“worst case” scenario and design for fuel burnout. Nevertheless, the acceptance of this
approach encountered much resistance. The bridge between structural and fire safety
engineering is the standard furnace [90]. Structural engineers were not educated to
understand – or even be aware of- the differences between the standard fires and the more
realistic descriptions of the fire. Nor are architects who are typically the people assigned to
prescribe the required insulation.
The first attempt to compare the standard fire with a realistic fire dates as early as
Ingberg [63] who defined the concept of time equivalency. Time equivalency is based on a

simplified linearization of heat transfer that allows defining the “fire load” as the integral of
the temperature vs. time curve. The concept of equal areas under the temperature vs. time
curve implying equal fires builds a bridge between the furnace test and real fires.
Nevertheless, the first true application of this concept dates only to the design of the Georges
Pompidou Centre in Paris where Margaret Law demonstrated that the external structure could
be designed without any fire proofing [76]. The energy transferred from the fire to the
external steel structure until burnout of the fuel was much less than the energy transferred by
the furnace for the required rating therefore fireproofing could be eliminated exposing the
structure as requested by the architects. Following this application, the realistic curves
developed by Pettersson et al [89] where formalized in the Eurocodes [91] as the “parametric
curves.” These curves offer an array of temperature vs. time curves obtained for different fuel
loads and ventilation conditions that define a more realistic temperature vs. time formulation.
There are several weaknesses to the “parametric curves” approach: (1) while the
“parametric curves” are extracted from experimental data and the gas phase temperatures can
be deemed as realistic, the heat transfer between the fire and the structures is not fully
resolved, (2) the “parametric curves” represent a fire within a specific compartment size and
are not easy to extrapolate to spaces with different dimensions [92] and (3) the critical
structural temperature (resulting from a material property) concept depends on the unrealistic
assumption that compartmentalization and load transfer to adjacent cold structural elements
allow to extrapolate global structural behaviour from single element behaviour [9, 93]. Time
equivalency, as a methodology to Scale-Up the influence of the fire on the structure,
remained incomplete. Robustness, precision and completeness of the model could not be
demonstrated and therefore the value of the refinement remained questionable.
Despite the limitations of the tools conceived in this period, it was clear that the
calculation methods developed made possible a significant reduction of safety factors and
enabled many architectural solutions that would not otherwise be permitted by the existing
prescriptive framework. The understanding of fire dynamics established how context
variables affected the combustion processes making every environment unique. The result
was not only the continuous evolution of building codes, but more fundamentally, the
breakdown of the classification framework. Infrastructure did not have to be classified so that
a standardized solution could be prescribed by a building code, but it could be treated as a
unique problem whose performance could be quantitatively assessed. As a result many
building codes incorporated a performance based design clause that enabled the use of
engineering tools to demonstrate if a design met an acceptable level of performance [94].
In parallel to the development of tools directly linked to the application, a better
understanding of many combustion processes associated to fire was achieved. But despite the
quality and fundamental nature of most of this work it has found very little relevance within
the context of the definition of a fire safety strategy. Eventually, it was impossible to
demonstrate the gain associated with these fundamental combustion studies and the links
between combustion and fire modelling weakened bringing us to ask if a better understanding
of combustion still has a place in the Scaling-up of fire?

Computational Models
The last decade has seen how traditional fire tools such as empirical correlations,
experimental data, zone models, etc. have been substituted by Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). Tools of general use such as smoke management calculations and large scale
experiments are being replaced by CFD. Classic smoke management calculations are based
on entrainment correlations that are limited by simple geometries and tend to use worst case
entrainment scenarios. The result is very large extraction flows and significant questions on

the universality of the results. In contrast CFD can deliver computations for specific scenarios
that can potentially optimize smoke extraction rates. In a similar manner, sprinkler
performance is commonly established on the basis of large scale testing but these tests are an
expensive and inefficient process that will always leave the question of how far the tests can
be extrapolated. Computational tools have the potential to provide this assessment in a cost
effective and efficient way, but most important, they allow an explicit extrapolation of a
much reduced number of test results to any scenario that is deemed within the bounds of
validity of the models. A similar case can be made for most elements of the fire strategy,
where three dimensional and temporal resolution of the transport equations can quantify all
the variables required to assess the performance of complex scenarios or novel technologies
in a manner that no other tool can achieve.
One of the most dramatic shifts in the methods used to establish a fire safety strategy
is the evolution of the performance assessment of structural systems. The last decade has seen
a dramatic evolution of our understanding of the behaviour of structures in fire [9, 93, 95].
The evolution of Finite Element Modelling (FEM) has allowed the analysis of complex
structural systems showing that critical structural failure temperatures cannot be established
simply on the basis of material properties. For most real building systems, the failure
temperatures depend much more on the interaction of the different structural systems within a
full structure than on the specific material properties of the building’s constituents. For a
given structural system, features such as restraint and load redistribution can deliver
considerable additional load carrying capacity even at very high temperatures [60, 93, 95].
Thermal expansion results in deformations that enable the use of the compressive and/or
tensile membrane action established in composite slabs resulting in failure temperatures that
far exceed those linked to the degradation of material properties or to the performance of
similar elements tested in furnaces. Other structural systems such as long span beams or light
weight trusses can potentially introduce failure mechanisms that appear at temperatures
significantly below those established from the decay of the material properties. Furthermore,
temperature gradients and heating rates have significant impact on composite systems, where
high thermal conductivity materials such as steel work in a composite manner with low
thermal conductivity materials such as concrete and thermal insulation. Given the evolution
of the heat transfer within the structural systems, deformations will change resulting in
different load distributions and thus different failure mechanisms. The refinement of
structural modelling for fire requires a higher resolution of the fire and the heat transfer that
cannot be delivered by any of the conventional “temperature vs. time curves.” CFD is the
only mechanism by which temporal and spatial resolution of the heat flow from the fire to the
structure can be attained, thus the gain associated to using these methods to Scale-Up seems
significant [14, 61]. This paper will not discuss FEM models because the combustion
relevance to these models relies within the definition of the thermal boundary condition
provided by the CFD models.
As defined above, the use of CFD as a basis for the Scaling-up of fire has a very clear
gain and therefore there is a strong motivation for the development and improvement of these
tools. Classic tools, while still relevant, will be limited to the simpler and more conventional
applications leaving little motivation for further refinement. There are numerous CFD tools
available, some of general use and some specific to fire. They all have advantages and
disadvantages and a detail discussion of the tools is not the subject of this paper. What is
central to this paper is establishing if there is a gain in the further refinement of existing CFD
tools. CFD tools are broadly used in the practise of fire safety thus there is a clear perception
of their adequacy and a sentiment that further refinement will deliver little to no gain.

Nevertheless, it is not clear that our current CFD tools provide a set of outputs that is precise,
robust and complete enough.

Performance Assessment of CFD Fire Models
The fundamental premise behind the development of fire related CFD tools is to be
able to reproduce reactive flow fields where buoyancy plays a significant (and many times
dominant) role. Furthermore, the models need to be able to include interactions between the
combustion process and its environment; the environment being a test, a building, terrain or
weather conditions. CFD fire model development focused initially on the gas phase, first as a
means to calculate transport of heat and species with an imposed energy source term and only
later resolving combustion. These first generation models incorporated extensive knowledge
on turbulent flow formulations as well as effective numerical schemes but treated the
environmental context only as an imposed boundary condition. It was only much later that
CFD models begun to incorporate reactive condensed phase boundaries and to carefully
resolve heat and mass transfer at the boundaries. These developments attempted to provide a
better definition of the fuel generating boundaries for the CFD. With the incorporation the
implementation of turbulent combustion formulations, pyrolysis models, and the refinement
of heat transfer within the gas phase and with the boundaries that CFD evolved to become a
fire model.
Many exercises of validation and verification have been presented showing different
levels of agreement between experimental data and model predictions for many of the
variables required as inputs for a fire safety strategy [17, 26]. Despite the extensive effort
devoted to these exercises, in most cases, it has been difficult to establish, from the
experimental data, the elements of the CFD models that were providing precise enough
computations and those who were introducing observed output errors. An exhaustive analysis
of all verification and validation studies that establishes the achievements and limitations of
individual fire models is yet not available. While the NRC-NIST [17] study is the closest
attempt to do this, it still does not analyze in sufficient detail the experiments used and the
model output to establish the link between output and model component that will allow
establishing where refinement will lead to gain. This is not a criticism to the work because
there are two fundamental reasons that disable these verification and validation studies to
achieve the full objective, them being:
•

•

Most of the experimental data base used was not developed for the purpose of validation
and verification of CFD models. Experiments used were mostly developed to either
validate analytical formulations or zone models [96] or as forensic representations of
particular scenarios [60]. Thus the resolution and type of data obtained is not targeted for
the purpose and in general is too coarse or incomplete to conduct an analysis with the
required level of detail.
Given that a fire model needs to be assessed within the context of its environment, the
experimental and numerical burden is very high, thus concessions on grid resolution,
modelling detail, experimental control, repeatability and measurements need to be made,
creating unavoidable limits to what can be concluded.

Once more the issue of relevance appears. Fire tests that are specifically designed for
the validation and verification of CFD fire models that are of a scale and complexity that
enables an adequate assessment of the performance of the model within the context of its
environment seem necessary. Nevertheless, it is not clear if it is relevant to conduct large
scale tests. Large scale tests introduce several complex issues: (1) the number of tests

required to ensure repeatability, (2) the implementation of diagnostics that can produce the
necessary data and (3) the magnitude of the test that guarantees that all necessary
model/environmental context interactions required are present. Large scale fire tests are only
relevant to the validation and verification of CFD models if they can deliver adequate
repeatability, the correct data at the correct level of precision and if they can test a scenario
that includes the necessary level of interaction between the reactive flow and the
environment. Otherwise, the tests will remain simply demonstrations where repeatability,
data and scenario can always be questioned. Currently, it can be said with confidence that no
large scale fire test has fully delivered a set of data that satisfies all these three conditions. A
striking contrast can be established when comparing the needs of fire models with turbulent
combustion models where experimental studies such as the Sandia flames [97, 98] provided
the correct experiments for the validation and verification of combustion turbulence and
chemistry models [99, 100].
In parallel to the development of the CFD framework there has been extensive work
within the combustion community to understand specific components of fire models. These
studies have targeted the development of sub-components for fire models but also used
combustion CFD models for the better understanding of the different sub-processes present in
a fire model. Extensive work has focused on specific scenarios where idealized conditions
have been defined to understand the key phenomenological features of some individual subcomponents of fire models without the complexity introduced when incorporating the full
context. An excellent example of these type of studies is the work conducted in micro-gravity
combustion and that is summarized by Ross [101]. Here buoyancy was removed allowing
analysing fire related processes with a flow field that could be varied in a controlled manner.
It is difficult to establish how much of that work has permeated into fire models, but it is
clear that the development of fire models is strongly influenced by some of that work. What
is not clear is how much more of this detailed work can ever make its way into fire models
once the extensive constraints of the environmental context are incorporated. The issue of
relevance becomes once more an important aspect that needs to be understood. Is it relevant
to further develop the understanding of fundamental processes if these understanding can
never be transported in to a fire model? Is it relevant to extrapolate idealized scenarios to a
fire model if the added complexity invalidates the extrapolation?
A final issue that needs to be addressed is the robustness of the model. Robust models
will deliver results that are invariant when aspects of the modelling process that are extrinsic
are changed. This statement can generally be directed towards the user of the model but it
could also refer to the computational hardware and software (compilation, platform, etc.).
Issues such as robustness to computational hardware and software are generally simple to
address and are part of the standard model development procedures, issues associated with
the user are more complex. In the case of the user, with a robust model competent users will
always reach the same conclusion regarding the manner in which a specific scenario should
be addressed (i.e. grid resolution to obtain a grid independent result, input values such as
heats of combustion, heats of pyrolysis, thermal properties, etc., constants such as turbulent
invariants, laws of the wall, etc. or boundaries). At the end it will be expected that outputs
obtained varying these extrinsic aspects should be similar and their variance will define the
robustness of the model. As models evolve, a continuous assessment of robustness is always
relevant because it directly establishes the validity of the output.

The Dalmarnock Fire Tests
The previous section discusses in general terms the relevance of large scale tests and
sub-process analysis to the development, validation and verification of CFD fire models. This

section considers a specific scenario to illustrate the different issues that emerge when
attempting to create a scenario that fulfils all of the necessary requirements for repeatability,
data quality and density and environmental context.
The minimum cell that provides a realistic context for a fire model is the
compartment. Here, the classic definition of compartment used in most classical studies is
used. The compartment represents a small (approximately 100 m3), quasi-cubic space
surrounded by non-flammable boundaries (walls) and with a small number of openings (i.e.
doors, windows). While the classic compartment might be perceived as an over simplification
it does provide the minimum level of complexity that a fire model should be able to
reproduce, thus an ideal place to start. Other real scenarios such as large industrial volumes or
atria might provide less (or more) of a challenge to the models; nevertheless, in the
immediacy of the fire it is most likely that all the features of a compartment fire will be
present. It is clear that many real scenarios will result in further challenges to the fire model,
thus the compartment can only be treated as a minimum representation of the problem.
The issue of repeatability is a major concern because tests of this magnitude can only
be conducted in a reduced number. Thus the luxury of repeating the test until the same result
can be attained in a consistent manner is one that will never exist. For fire models a different
approach is necessary. An alternative way of attaining repeatability is by designing a scenario
where the importance of the dominant sub-process is emphasized. This process is then
meticulously controlled in a manner that when tested independently (much smaller test) the
results are consistent. As a means of establishing repeatability, the sub-process next in
importance is then varied within an extreme range to establish the magnitude of the impact of
this variation. While not ideal, this approach allows reducing the number of large scale tests
to a minimum of two (extreme bounds of the secondary sub-process) but it is restricted to
serve as a scenario that only validates or verifies the performance of the fire models when the
specific sub-process dominates. It is obvious that more tests will always deliver a better sense
of repeatability, nevertheless, under these conditions two tests does attain the objective of
establishing consistency among the results.
Finally, there is the issue of quality and quantity of the data. Complex diagnostics in a
fire environment are extremely difficult to implement. While there are excellent examples of
the state of the art measurements made under difficult fire conditions, these examples are
always limited to very specific scenarios. The problem is one of extracting the minimum
amount of useful data relying on diagnostics that are viable within the context of the
particular environment.
The Dalmarnock fire tests [102, 103] are probably one of the few scenarios that
explicitly attempted to follow this strategy. Other tests have probably delivered the same
results nevertheless they were not explicitly structured for this purpose. The detailed
discussion of the large experimental data base available is avoided here only on the basis that
the Dalmarnock fire tests explicitly acknowledge the purpose of their design and thus can be
used as an example that helps illustrate the challenges associated to validation and
verification of CFD fire models.
Description of the Tests
Two tests were conducted in a derelict building in Dalmarnock (Glasgow, UK) in
identical compartments. The tests were designed to the constraints typical of a classic
compartment. The dimensions of the room where 2.45m high, 3.50m by 4.75m and the
compartment included three vents; a window and two doors. The fuel corresponded to
realistic office furniture and objects in quantities that would be typically found in any modern
work environment. The most important features of the test were the sensor density and the
fire that was designed for the test. Figure 1 shows two views of the compartment and Figure 2

a detailed legend for all sensors displayed within the compartment. The Dalmarnock fire tests
are described in some detail by Rein et al. [104] and in greater detail in Abecassis-Empis et
al. [102] and Rein et al. [103]. Here only a brief description that highlights the aspects best
linked to the discussion will be presented.
Given that the objective of the test was to provide a data set that could be used for the
purpose of validation, verification and improvement of CFD models it was considered that
the type and resolution of the data had to be consistent with standard CFD model outputs and
resolution. For this purpose four outputs were selected, temperatures, heat fluxes, light
obscuration and velocity. Within the compartment 240 thermocouples were distributed
(Figure 2) in as homogeneous a manner as possible. Similarly, 80 thermocouples were
placed outside the window to reconstruct the fire plume. Nine thin-skin calorimeters were
used to measure heat flux to the compartment ceiling and 16 heat flux gauges were mounted
on the partition wall shared with the kitchen. Eight lasers used to measure light obscuration
were set in emitter-receiver pairs, such that five were horizontally aligned and three were
vertically aligned. Three bidirectional velocity flow probes, were placed in both the doorway
leading to the flat corridor and in the doorway to the kitchen and a further eight probes were
placed outside the compartment window. Six web-cameras were also used to monitor the fire
growth and all data collected was time stamped, both camera and data logger clocks (for all
other measurements) having been synchronised prior to ignition.
The thermocouples allowed producing three-dimensional isotherms as a function of
time that could be directly compared to a CFD model at equal level of precision and
resolution. The heat fluxes to a wall and the ceiling also provided two-dimensional contours
of the heat flux as a function of time with a resolution and precision consistent with a CFD
model. Light obscuration measurements could only be collected for a few points therefore
only characteristic measurements were expected. Also, light obscuration is not a direct output
from the model therefore path integration of the model output had to be conducted for
comparison. The velocity measurements were a different form of compromise in that only
one component of the velocity vector could be obtained for a much reduced number of
locations all at the compartment boundaries. The choice of location was given by the
performance of the probes but also because it was deemed important to be able to reconstruct
a mass balance that established the global heat release rate of the fire. Here, a further
assumption needed to be made, which is total consumption of all the oxygen entering the
compartment. The global heat release rate is no longer a variable that is directly related to the
CFD output, but CFD models are expected to be able to reproduce the time evolution of this
variable. The most important limitation of the data was the absence of any gas analysis. This
represents a real limitation that could not be resolved given the budget available and the
constraints imposed by the test environment. As can be seen, the complexity of the
environment not only limits the nature and quantity of the sensors but also introduces
compromises on the nature of the measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1

Photographs of the Dalmarnock compartment (a) view of the front of the
compartment towards the only window (b) view of the back of the
compartment. (c) a view of the back of the compartment showing the two
doors at the right hand side of the compartment. Figure 2 indicates the
direction of the three views.

A typical set of thermocouple data for a plane perpendicular to the window wall (3.10
m from the Bedroom 1 wall) is presented in Figure 3 showing the spatial distribution of
isotherms for an individual plane at a specific point in time. As shown in Figure 3 these
isotherms provided a level of resolution consistent with typical CFD fire models that resolve
the combustion and smoke regions. Similar sets of data were constructed for other planes as
well as for other times. Data sets for all other measured variables were also obtained with
resolutions consistent to the limitations of each measurement. This resolution not only
enables a clear understanding of the evolution of the fire but also allows a more detailed
comparison with the CFD fire models. More complete sets of data can be found in AbecassisEmpis et al [102] and Rein et al [103, 104].
The boundaries of the compartment (walls and ceiling) were instrumented with
thermocouples embedded in the concrete structure as well as strain gauges and displacement
sensors. These measurements were intended for comparison with FEM models of heat
transfer through the solid boundaries and of structural evolution. Furthermore, the
measurements allowed establishing the integrity of the compartment so that the boundary
conditions for a CFD model could be specified with certainty.
Repeatability
The repeatability of the test was established by designing the fire in a manner that
enabled as consistent of an outcome as possible. The principle behind the design of the fire
was to address all major sources of uncertainty. The first source of uncertainty is the ignition
protocol. The evolution of a fire can be defined by ignition, especially for a fuel of complex
nature, such as furniture. Modern furniture is designed to minimize the potential for ignition,
thus barriers are placed on the sides of the furniture protecting the cushions that are generally
made of polyurethane covered with fire retarded fabric. Common ignition sources such as
waste paper baskets will burn-out before penetrating the barriers thus preventing the flames
from propagating towards the polyurethane cushions. Several tests were conducted prior to
the test with identical pieces of furniture that allowed a consistent and repeatable ignition
protocol that bypassed the barriers and resulted in an almost instantaneous ignition of the
polyurethane [102, 103]. Under these conditions, the ignition delay time could be assumed as
zero and the magnitude of the fire was large enough from the onset so that the subsequent
propagation was observed to be repeatable.
The main piece of fuel was the sofa (Figure 1) which is labelled (i) in Figure 2.
Ignition was induced on a waste paper basket filled with paper and a predefined quantity of
heptane (labelled (vii) in Figure 2). While burning of the sofa had the potential to induce
flashover within the compartment, spread rates will be dominated by many variables of which
the inclination of the flame and heat feedback from the smoke and the ceiling were deemed to
be the most important. Both variables introduce significant uncertainty given that they will be
the result of the balance between the energy generated by the fire and the nature of the
ventilation. By igniting the sofa on one end, the leading edge of the flame controlled flame
spread (opposed flame spread), thus the influence of the inclination of the flame on
propagation rates was minimized. The influence of heat feedback was reduced by inducing
flashover before the upper layer temperature increased to a level where radiative feedback
became significant. This was achieved by guaranteeing that the flames from the sofa tilted
towards a second fuel package that could sustain fast upward flame spread.

Figure 2

Sensors distributed within the main
compartment. The red arrow
indicates the view corresponding to
the image of Figure 1(a), the blue
arrow corresponds to the image of
Figure 1(b) and the green arrow to
the image of Figure 1(c). The sensor
key indicates the type of sensor and
the symbol next to it corresponds to
the nomenclature used.

Three bookshelves filled with loose paper and cardboard were used as the second fuel
package. The bookshelves were placed strategically in a corner of the room (labelled (iii) in
Figure 2 and visible in Figures 1(b) and 1(c)) with the sofa between the vents and the
bookshelves. Individual testing of the bookshelves established that once ignited upward flame
spread will engulf the entire bookshelf in a very short period of time (~10 seconds)
generating sufficient energy to induce flashover in the compartment (>0.5 MW). So once the
length of the sofa flame was enough to ignite the bookshelves flashover will be induced
instantaneously and the fire will progress to a fully developed fire. It is clear that the present
scenario emphasizes the sub-processes associated to secondary ignition (i.e. material
properties of the fuel in the shelves, radiative and convective heat transfer from the primary
flame, etc.).

Figure 3

Temperature isotherm for a plane parallel to the side wall where x=0 is the
plane of the window and x=4,750 mm the plane of the back wall. The plane is
400 mm away from the side wall and the data was taken 251 seconds after
ignition. Data used for the plot was adapted from reference [103].

Once the fire had attained flashover and entered the fully developed phase ventilation
becomes the controlling parameter. The two doors were left open and the window was broken
at a pre-specified time eliminating the uncertainty of window breakage [103]. The doors were
buffered from the environment by other rooms (kitchen and bedroom in Figure 2) and the
widows were left open in both adjacent compartments. This allowed enough air to flow into
the compartment but sufficient pressure drop to minimize the influence of outside flows.
Figure 4 shows a sequence of events using an average compartment temperature as a
reference. It can be seen that temperatures before flashover are very low (<150oC)
minimizing radiative feedback, flashover occurs almost instantaneously and once the
compartment reaches fully-developed conditions it attains an almost steady state until the
window is broken (800 sec). After the window is broken, a second steady-state period is
observed that eventually is terminated by the fire-fighters. It is important to note that the fire
had almost consumed all the available fuel at this point.
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Figure 4

Gas-phase average compartment temperature-time variation (thick line) with
the standard deviation of temperature throughout the compartment (shaded).
Vertical lines indicate times at which significant events occurred and times at
which the data was analyzed spatially. Data for the plot was adapted from
reference [103].

A second test was conducted to verify the repeatability of the results. The criteria
chosen to establish consistency was time to flashover and the parameter varied was the
ventilation. Ventilation will control the inclination of the flame and the temperature of the
compartment, thus the radiative feedback. To enhance the ventilation the window was opened
early in the test and a large perforation (1.2 m by 1.2 m) was made between the compartment
and the bedroom allowing direct access of air from the window in the bedroom to the
compartment. This represented a drastic departure from the first test imposing the greatest
possible challenge to the repeatability of the test. Given the specific characteristics of the
compartment there was no other change that could have a bigger impact. Establishing
repeatability for the post flashover stage was not possible given the significant differences in
ventilation, nevertheless it was considered that post-flashover conditions are more consistent
if the fuel load, type and distribution remains the same. Thus Test 2 was extinguished after
flashover was attained. It is clear that further tests could have been carried to guarantee
repeatability of the post-flashover scenario. These would have fixed ventilation and vary fuel
load and distribution. Nevertheless, once again constraints associated to large scale
experimentation limited the number of tests possible. Figure 5 shows the comparison between
the two tests. As expected, Test 2 shows lower temperatures throughout the entire preflashover period nevertheless flashover occurs almost at exactly the same time and following
very similar characteristics. Comparison of video images shows that the evolution of the sofa
flame in both tests is very similar and that flashover is, in both cases, induced by the ignition
and rapid upwards flame spread of the bookshelf.

Summary
The Dalmarnock fire tests represent a good example of the different measures
necessary to achieve large scale tests that can be deemed as relevant to the validation and
verification of CFD models. While in its minimum expression, these tests are of a scale and
complexity that enables an adequate assessment of the performance of the model within the
context of its environment. Every effort was made, within unavoidable limitations, to deliver
the correct data at the correct level of precision and density. Finally, an adequate scheme was
developed to deliver confidence on the repeatability of the tests. While many things could
have been improved, and many criticisms can be made to many of the choices, these tests are
important in that they represent an explicit attempt to provide data that is relevant to the
validation and verification of CFD models.
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Comparison of the experimental average room temperature (˚C) variation in
time (s) of Test One and Test Two. Data is only presented until extinction of
Test Two (400 seconds). Data for the plot adapted from reference [103].

Modelling Study
Validation, verification and improvement of fire models require experiments and
model output to be compared at many levels. Components of the fire model can be studied by
conducting idealized experiments where individual processes or couplings are tested. Several
studies of this nature are present in the literature; i.e. The capability of the numerical model to
resolve the transport of energy and species can be studied by means of well defined burners
where the flames are consistent in nature and buoyant entrainment can be modelled free of
any other influences [105-108]; flame spread models can be studied by means of wind
tunnels that establish well defined boundary layers where buoyancy is subdued to a forced

flow [109-112] or the accuracy of pyrolysis models can be explored by means degradation
experiments where combustion is prevented and substituted by a fixed heat flux [113-116].
The study of the coupling between the sub-processes and their interaction with their
environment is then necessary to truly address the validity of a fire model. To achieve this,
several approaches need to be explored. A first strategy consists to attempt reproducing
existing data to identify sub-process or couplings that are properly modelled or that introduce
significant departures from the model output, this is generally referred to as a posterior
modelling. This can be difficult given the numerous sub-processes and couplings and it can
therefore require several experiments. Experiments need to be designed with a clear objective
and simplifications have to be introduced in a manner such that the effect of the sub-process
or coupling on the output can be isolated. The literature has very few examples of fire
experiments specifically designed for this purpose. The study of fire models has been
conducted mostly using experimental data obtained in the past with very different objectives
[26], thus the identification of target sub-processes and couplings is rarely possible. Instead,
most studies of this nature conform themselves with establishing acceptable agreement but
are not capable of addressing the reasons for the agreement or the weaknesses in the subprocesses or couplings that result in departures. With a problem that has such a large and
complex parameter space, this exercise is like shooting in the dark where even if the target is
reached it is impossible to define why.
A final exercise relates to the validation of the model and its robustness. Once subprocesses and couplings have been refined to a sufficient level it is important to conduct blind
or a priori comparisons. The output of the model is obtained first and then the experiment is
conducted to establish by means of a comparison of the relevant parameters the level of
precision of the model output and the confidence on the modelling results. On a first
instance a single model user should conduct the calculations followed by a Round Robin. The
two studies will separate the model capabilities from the robustness of the model to the user.
These protocols for validation, verification and improvement have been standardized and are
presented in a much more rigorous manner in many publications [117], nevertheless it is
important to reformulate them here in the context of fire models and the example presented.
The “A Priori” Round Robin
A Round Robin study was organized in conjunction with the Dalmarnock fire tests
[104]. The tests, as explained above, were deemed to be appropriate for this objective,
nevertheless assumed that the models to be used already incorporated in an adequate manner
all sub-processes required, all necessary couplings among the different sub-processes and
with the environmental context and that single user validation had established that the models
were capable to provide an output of relevant precision. In other words, the exercise assumed
that fire models were ready to be used for their intended application. The fundamental driver
behind this study was the verification that existing fire models were extensively used for
scenarios very similar to the Dalmarnock fire tests (in most cases much more complex). Thus,
the objective was simply to establish the robustness of the models to the user.

Figure 6

Heat release rate in the whole compartment. Legend for the different curves;
continuous line for CFD models, dashed line for zone models, and dots is for
experimental data. Data adapted from reference [104]. A1 and C correspond to
zone models and all the other data was obtained using CFD models.

The details of the Round Robin and the comparisons between the different
submissions and the experimental results can be found in Rein et al. [104]. As an example
the comparison corresponding to the heat release rate (HRR) is presented in Figure 6. The
heat release rate is a global variable that fire models are expected to be able to predict,
because it represents the source term to be used for any interaction between the compartment
and the environment external to it. As can be seen in Figure 6, notable are the differences
between experimental data and the model output, the differences between different model
outputs and the fact that the output from CFD models blends with that of much simpler
models (zone models). These observations are consistent among all variables measured with
no specific model output being systematically better. While Figure 6 shows E1 as the result
closest to the experiment, for other data a different set of predictions will take this role [104].
While the exercise is of great importance, it is not the results that matter, but what can
be inferred from the results. Clearly, the objectives were not met and the model outputs did
not deliver adequate predictions of the different variables relevant to fire safety. The authors
of the Round Robin argue that the scatter and randomness in the outputs originated in the
different assumptions introduced in the input parameters indicating that the large number of
inputs and the variability observed in literature values associated to this inputs can lead to a
large variance in the results. This is clearly a possibility but not the only one. It is also

possible that the sub-processes emphasized in the Dalmarnock fire tests are not well
described in existing fire models or that the couplings between these sub-processes have not
been properly modelled. The model outputs and the comparison between the different
submissions do not shed light on this issue because the modelling study was not designed for
that purpose. It assumed that these sub-processes and couplings were properly included in the
fire model and that they were robust to the user. Finally, the experiments can be questioned.
As indicated in the previous section, the experiments were deemed, within the scale and
complexity, to be repeatable and the data was deemed sufficient and precise enough.
Nevertheless, the experiments were limited in that they over emphasized a specific subprocess (the secondary ignition of the bookshelf) thus were designed with only two possible
objectives, to establish the accuracy of the sub-processes and couplings involved in the
secondary ignition of the bookshelf or to establish a realistic and repeatable scenario to test
the robustness of the overall fire modelling process to the user. The later was explored
unsuccessfully by the a priori Round Robin but the former needs to be explored by means of
an a posterior modelling analysis that focuses on the secondary ignition process.
The “A Posteriori” Modelling Study
Several studies have been reported where the scenario of the Dalmarnock tests were
modelled after the event and with the data available [19, 118-120]. These studies explore, in
more or less detail, the different variables influencing the computational outcome. In all cases
some level of agreement between model output and data is demonstrated. The agreement
observed, while still showing departures, is to a level much greater than that obtained for any
of the models in the a priori study. The studies concluded that:
•

•

•
•

Reducing the qualitative and quantitative disagreement between experiments and
model outputs requires significant effort beyond the standard grid sensitivity and
parameter selection process. Some of the inputs need to be explored in greater detail
and with the information available parameters need to be tailored to the specific
application. A typical set of data is presented in Figure 7 showing the comparison
between two modelling scenarios for bounding conditions that could possibly
represent the test and the experimental data.
The common practise of prescribing the heat release rate as the source term that
enables the introduction of fuel is not sufficient. For the particular scenario it is
necessary to correctly specify the area through which the fuel is incorporated. If this
is not done with precision then the flame height is not predicted correctly and heat
transfer to the bookshelf is misrepresented and secondary ignition is not predicted
adequately. Given that this is the dominant sub-process for the particular scenario,
changes in this specific output result in drastic changes in the overall outcome. Thus,
for the Dalmarnock scenario it is essential to be able to properly predict flame spread.
In the simulation by Jahn et al. [120] the burning area was established from video
images, thus an effective correction was introduced on the basis of sensor data.
Very small scenario changes (e.g. a blanket) can result in a significant difference in
the overall results [120].
Discrepancies were of a quantitative and qualitative manner. When field comparisons
were made it was established that energy distribution within the compartment was
not necessarily correct. Some of the values were within acceptable error bars others
were not. Figure 7 shows how the upper layer temperatures were within the bounds
of the models while the lower layer temperatures were not. Field comparisons

•

provided an added value to the study because they allowed identifying detailed
discrepancies.
It was not possible to identify the sources of error because of the many variables with
direct impact on the outcome and the untraceable link between the sub-processes and
the outcome. Reference [26] establishes that in this context simulation of fire growth
was significantly sensitive to location of the heat release rate, fire area, flame
radiative fraction, and material thermal and ignition properties, but these are just a
few of the possible sensitivities of the models.

While the a posterior exercise remains of value and it is worth reporting, it highlights
a fundamental problem that is the essence of the point being made here, validation,
verification and improvement experiments need to be defined for a specific purpose that is
consistent with the state of the art of the models. The Dalmarnock fire tests, even with all the
precautions taken and the extensive data collected, were not designed for the purpose of
learning about the model. The tests were designed for a scenario that assumed that all the
model sub-processes, input data and couplings were formulated to a level of precision that
was relevant to fire safety. Thus, fuel packages introduced too much input data uncertainty
and the many sub-processes and couplings included in the scenario made it impossible for the
modeller to trace back the sources of error. The a posterior modelling study only served to
highlight the sensitivity of the outcome to several sub-processes (e.g. flame spread) and the
fact that small uncertainties in the definition of the scenario can result in major discrepancies
in the output. From the perspective of the modeller, this was probably already known and of
little help, from the perspective of Fire Safety, it is a reminder that much work still needs to
be done in fire modelling.
A final issue of importance is the scenario uncertainty. Fire safety carries, by nature, a
significant scenario uncertainty, thus from the present study it can be concluded that detailed
CFD modelling is of no relevance to fire safety and that further improvements in the subprocesses will always be overruled by the inherent uncertainties of the scenarios studied.
From the perspective of the author, this is an incorrect interpretation of the results of this
study. What this exercise demonstrates is that variations in the scenario introduce such
differences to the outcome that they need to be incorporated in the modelling process. As an
example, if the surface area covered by the flames is not predicted correctly, the outcome is
drastically different and the potential consequences for fire safety are extraordinary. As
clearly demonstrated in Figure 6 where the predictions of the heat release rate (relevant
variable) cover several orders of magnitude. Thus, being able to establish accurate flame
spread rates is essential. Furthermore, the study showed that sensor data (such as video
recordings) can be used effectively for this purpose.

Predictive Modelling or Inverse Modelling for the Scaling-Up of Fire
Most current modelling efforts are directed towards predictive modelling. Thus the
focus is on improving the models to achieve more robust and precise predictions of a fire
event. While this is clearly a necessary approach it does not always lead to results that can be
deemed of direct relevance to fire safety. The entire process of fire model development,
validation, verification and improvement is a tedious, long and expensive process that can
only be justified if the improved results lead to a more effective definition of fire safety. This
is clearly not the case where variability in the scenario can create errors much greater than the
errors associated to the pure modelling exercise. Fire is not the only field where this is a
possibility. Other fields such as weather predictions [121] or biological flows [122] also

encounter similar problems because the changes in the initial or boundary conditions can
generate massive changes in the outcome. Thus the impact of model refinements is negligible
when compared to that of scenario changes. It is therefore essential to be able to incorporate
the particular characteristics of the scenario into the model. Given that the scenario can
evolve in time it is necessary to be able to capture the scenario at the onset of the model and
through the time period that the model is trying to predict.

Figure 7

Vertical temperature distribution at a specific time as measured by one of the
thermocouple racks of the Dalmarnock Test and as predicted by the model
using two bounding heat release rates. Data adapted from reference [120].

Predictive modelling has yet another problem, gas phase (combustion chemistry, heat
transfer and fluid mechanics) and solid phase processes (pyrolysis chemistry, phase change,
heat transfer, solid mechanics) can have very different characteristic length and time scales,
thus fully resolving and coupling all the processes can represent an insurmountable
computational burden that requires input parameters that in many cases cannot be obtained.
Thus comprehensive fire modelling cannot be justified as relevant to fire safety. The
common solution to this problem is to simplify certain components of the model. Some
simplifications are simple filters that generate compatibility between otherwise incompatible
length and time scales (e.g. LES models, Favre Averages, PDF’s, etc.[18-21]), some
simplifications are physically based and rely on some of the sub-processes being established
as negligible (e.g. Low Mach number formulations [18,19], Laminar Smoke Point [123],
infinite chemistry [18, 19], etc.), some of them are mathematical leading to solvers that allow
coarse grid resolution [29, 35] and some of them simply substitute entire processes by
empirical formulations (source terms as empirical burning rates or heat release rates, laws of
the wall, etc.[18,19]). An excellent example of the range of simplifications possible is the
comparison between the mathematical representation of the problem derived through the
development of the Fire Dynamics Simulator [26] (and WFDS [33]), the fire variant of
openFOAM [27], the Utah C-SAFE modelling effort [32] or any of the other available

computational tools. Each model incorporates numerous simplifications of different nature
leading to models with very different limitations, versatility and application prospects.
The author does not intend to state that comprehensive modelling of the type
commonly done in the study of combustion (DNS studies, high level combustion chemistry
studies, detailed local heat transfer analysis for flame quenching, etc. [20, 21]) has no place in
fire safety, nevertheless its role is primarily to inform fire models and not to be fire models.
Fire models should introduce simplified sub-processes that are developed from a combination
of canonical experiments and detailed models. Only the combination of both will deliver
sufficient understanding of the sub-process, provide direct validation and verification of the
model and enable the reformulation of sub-process in a simplified manner that is amenable
for introduction in the broader framework of a fire model. Important examples of the
detailed analysis of these sub-processes abound in the micro-gravity combustion literature
[101] and are of great value to the understanding of the sub-processes nevertheless very few
of these studies have aimed to deliver a simplified formulation that then can be introduced
into a fire model. Removing the dominant role of buoyancy delivered the canonical
experiment that enabled to explore in great detail numerous fundamental processes that are
masked in a buoyantly dominated fire model. These processes, while masked by buoyancy,
still have an important influence on the overall progression of the fire.
When exploring the literature on the advances of chemical kinetics and their
contributions to combustion modelling, the use of canonical experiments like the perfectly
stirred reactors allowed the development of combustion chemistry under constant turbulence
conditions [124]. These studies delivered simplified chemical kinetic models and constants
that then could be introduced into detailed combustion models to study the role of turbulence
in combustion [125, 126]. Subsequently, reduced mechanisms and turbulent models were
applied successfully to realistic problems such as turbine engine combustion [127]. This
approach is not only less frequent in fire, but it is less comprehensive, when a simplified
model is developed from a combination of a canonical experiment and detailed modelling, it
rarely makes its way to the fire model.
With the exception of a few notable cases, much of the knowledge acquired has not
managed to migrate into fire models. This is not because the knowledge acquired is not good
or relevant but because it has not been possible to demonstrate its relevance to fire safety.
The argument is simple, what is the point to further understand these sub-processes or their
couplings to deliver a better fire model if at the end, scenario variables will introduce variants
that will completely overrule the improvements associated to a better definition of the subprocess? As a result fire models continue to rely on simplifications that were developed on
the basis of very strong, scenario specific or unverified assumptions. These simplifications
(and their coarse nature) were introduced for models with a different level of resolution,
where the framework did not merit the detail (e.g. analytical or zone models). Decades of
research have demonstrated that more detailed and better defined models cannot produce
results that are more relevant to fire safety. Scenario uncertainty has always overruled the
need for more understanding or better resolution of the sub-processes and their couplings.
Given that fire modelling is no different than any other complex process, predictive
modelling requires understanding of the fundamental sub-processes and their couplings. With
this understanding, simplifications can be introduced to enable modelling of the combustion
process within the context of its environment [128]. It is the fundamental understanding that
will deliver the required robustness and will enable linking the sub-processes and couplings
to the outcome. Nevertheless, this fundamental scientific path can only be deemed relevant

to fire safety if the impact of scenario uncertainty is reduced to a level smaller than the
uncertainty of the model.
The answer to the problem of scenario uncertainty was first established within the
weather forecast community several decades ago. Weather data from all over the world is
used to initialize (data assimilation) a model prediction. The model then extrapolates the
evolution in time of the weather patterns. As new data is collected, a new model is launched
with a new set of initial conditions and a new extrapolation is derived. Most modern weather
prediction models assimilate observations during a certain period of time (assimilation
window) before starting the forecast. This is done in order to account for the dynamic
coupling of the involved processes [129]. When consistency between predictions and
acquired data is obtained, then it can be deemed that there is a period of time where the
model can effectively reproduce reality with a relevant precision (lead time). While this
approach is consistent with the needs of fire modelling, the extrapolation from one field to
another is not straight forward. In fire, like in weather, conditions evolve in time, thus
initializing the simulation by means of data is necessary but not sufficient. The scenario
uncertainties are embedded in the boundary conditions but also the fire influences the time
evolution of the boundary conditions. Thus, the data being assimilated needs to be sufficient
to recreate initial and boundary conditions at a relevant level of precision. In this manner the
breakage of a window or the presence of a blanket (boundary conditions) can be deducted
from the combination of data and modelling.
Several inverse modelling studies have been undertaken in the last few years.
Richards et al. [130, 131] used a zone-type model and experimental ceiling jet temperatures
to estimate the location of a fire and the coefficient of a quadratic fire growth function such
as that presented in Equation (2). The experimental data was obtained from the literature and
by using temperature sensitive plates and cameras. The model used an axis-symmetric plume
as source term, ceiling jet correlations to establish the spatial decay of the smoke temperature
and an optimization algorithm to establish a best fit between sensor data and a library of
solutions to the zone model. This data allowed using the model to determine a unique fire
size and location at the moment when a detector was activated (temperature criterion). The
authors found that the accuracy of the fire growth estimations was very sensitive to the nature
of the physical model but that the location of the fire could be established in a much more
robust manner. While the study discusses numerous ways to quantify errors they do not
establish how the limitations of the physical model, the different sub-models (plume, ceiling
jet, etc.) and the nature of the data assimilated affected the potential for the combined data
and model to deliver predictions.
Similar zone models were used by Leblanc and Trouvé [132] and by Koo et al. [133]
In the former study pre-runs were fed to the model to extract successful estimations of the
heat release rate evolution while the latter used experimental data to progressively steer the
fire simulations towards the experimentally measured temperatures. Koo et al [132] use a
Monte Carlo approach where a set of initial parameters was used for random generation of
scenarios. In both cases the data (real or simulated) was used to quantify a series of constants
that allow to reproduce the variables of interest but it was not established if these constants
were invariant, thus providing a data calibrated model that could deliver a prediction. This
final point is of critical importance because, if the physical processes are described with
sufficient accuracy and completeness, then the calibrating parameters should attain a constant
value after sufficient data has been assimilated. Jahn et al. [134] follow a similar approach
but described in an explicit manner three invariants, “a” as per Equation (2), an entrainment
constant (C) and a time delay intended to displace the onset of the fire growth curve
(Equation (2)). The data used for assimilation was obtained from the results of a CFD

simulation for a very simple scenario of a small compartment with homogeneous fuel
distribution where the fire spread in a radial manner at a pre-specified rate. Even with a
simple formulation, such as a zone model, Jahn et al. [134] managed to establish that
convergence of the constants could be achieved. It is clear that the simple nature of the
scenario is best fitted for the zone model, thus these results do not necessarily demonstrate
that a zone model provides all the necessary physical complexity required for a case such as
the Dalmarnock tests. A follow-up to this work used a similar approach but instead of a zone
model used a CFD model with a coarse grid resolution [135]. The description of the fire
source was initially similar to that presented in the earlier work and the data to be assimilated
was generated by a more refined CFD computation. The assimilation process delivered more
precise resolution of the different variables albeit at a much higher computational cost. In a
final study the same authors use the same model with the Dalmarnock fire data to deliver
accurate predictions of all relevant variables with an effective lead time [136]. In this latter
scenario it is necessary to introduce a more detailed fire growth formulation that incorporates
geometrical features and a flame spread velocity. The flame spread velocity is then addressed
independently [137] to demonstrate that a simple model [13, 81] can be used with relevant
data to predict the spread of a flame. Only when these components are introduced the
invariants converge indicating that the physical processes used suffice to deliver adequate
predictions of all relevant outputs.
These initial studies have demonstrated that by assimilating sensor data into models it
is possible to account for scenario induced uncertainties, but only if the processes and
couplings involved are described with sufficient level of detail. Furthermore, the assimilation
of data into models enables a better interpretation of tests results, identification of controlling
mechanisms and improvement of the sub-processes involved and the couplings that
eventually lead to a fire model.

Conclusion
Fire Safety can only be Scaled-Up if the combustion process involved can be
modelled within the context of their environment (fire modelling). Many forms of fire models
exist but only the use of explicit fire models is acceptable in a world that strives for
sustainability. Being combustion one of the fundamental processes within fire modelling and
a component that could be refined by means of research. The relevance of combustion
research to Fire Safety is defined by the transparency by which this research can be linked to
the precision, completeness and robustness associated to the Scaling-Up of Fire.
The link between refinements in the combustion processes involved in fire modelling
and the potential improvements in a fire safety strategy is generally blurred by the complexity
of the processes involved, the natural incompatibility of time and length scales and the
unavoidable scenario uncertainty. In this context the use of CFD as a basis for the Scaling-up
of fire has a very clear gain. Classic tools, while still relevant, will be limited to the simpler
and more conventional applications leaving little motivation for further refinement.
Predictive modelling requires understanding of the fundamental sub-processes and
their couplings. With this understanding, simplifications can be introduced to enable
modelling of the combustion process within the context of its environment.
Adequate experimentation is critical not only to develop the necessary understanding
but also for validation, verification and improvement of fire models. Combined use of models
and experiments requires multiple strategies:

•

The study of sub-processes in isolation.

•

The study of the coupling between the sub-processes and their interaction with their
environment using experimental data obtained specifically for the purpose of model
validation and of a scale that incorporates relevant complexity and captures all
couplings and interactions

•

A priori studies with a single user should be conducted to assess model capabilities
and a Round Robin to establish the robustness of the model to the user

•

A posteriori studies should be conducted to identify sub-process or couplings that are
either properly modelled or that introduce significant errors

•

Validation, verification and improvement experiments need to be defined for a
specific purpose that is consistent with the state of the art of the models.

Currently, fire models have not been tested following this level of rigour and available
experiments have not been defined with this methodology in mind.
In the last 20 years many fundamental studies have been conducted to achieve a better
understanding of the sub-processes involved in fire modelling. Nevertheless, most of this
knowledge has never been transferred to fire models because its relevance has been
challenged by the overwhelming impact of scenario uncertainty. Thus, scenario uncertainty
represents a major challenge to the relevance of combustion research for Fire Safety
applications.
An effective means of tackling scenario uncertainty is data driven inverse modelling.
Data driven inverse modelling requires the assimilation of adequate input data but also fire
models that are specifically designed for that purpose. Through the assimilation of relevant
data the output will be no longer subdued to scenario uncertainty.
It is at the level of the fundamental processes that predictive fire modelling and data
driven inverse modelling meet. A fundamental understanding of the combustion processes
enables the introduction of all the necessary variables that affect the outcome of a specific
sub-process as well as the couplings between the sub-processes. It is this understanding that
then enables confident reformulation of the model in a manner that provides the resolution
required by a fire model or in a form that is amenable for data assimilation. The link between
the sub-processes, their couplings and the output can then be established through a fire model
and any improvements or refinements can be directly linked to an improved output. The
improved output can then be used for a better definition or assessment of a fire safety strategy
establishing the relevance of combustion research in Fire Safety. It is by means of this
approach that Scaling-Up of fire can be achieved.
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